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(PART: B-DEscRrpTrvE )
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The figu*iifui:thb margiidndicate full marks
for the questiotrs

1. /a/ Derive an expression for entropy change
of ?'+, ideal gas associated. with
tempgraturg and pressure change. 3

/bi Operating between 10O'C and 50'C an
engine takes 45pi:eJ heat from a high
temperature reservoir. Assuming that
tliSre id'''r{d.,fttctibhal.tftis,'.catrlate tre

r workidotic b$'-,the fenBihb. g
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1cJ State Camot's theorem. I
. |:

OR

2. (a) W}rat is cyclic process? Describe in detail
the Carnot reversible cycle for
establishing the maximum convertibilit5r
of heat into work, 4

(bi Define the efiiciency of an engine. 1

(cl What is Clausius inequality? I

(d) Define second 1aw of thermodynamics by :

Kelvin. 1

3. (a/ Define the following : 2
State function, Enthalpy, Internal
ener$r, Extensive property

@/ Derive KirchhofPs equation. 3

(c/ Derive expression for the work done in
reversible isothermal expansion of an
ideal gas. 2

a. @) .tilbat is hgat ef.: reaction? Firrd a
relationship between .qo : and g,,, . . 3
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(b)

[' 3]

Write short notes'on :

(r/ Heat of neutralization
(ii,f Bond enthalPY

Define exothermic reaction with example. 1

Define heat caPacitY at constant
pressure (C, ). 1

What are colloids? How would You
prepare the colloidal solution of-
1r,) eold;

(c)

(d)

5. (a)

(ii,f arseniussulPhide?

(b) Wnte short notes on :

(iJ Brownian movement

(ii,f ElectroPhoresis

State and exPlain Freundlich's
adsorption isotherm.

Describe a method for puri$'ing colloidal
solution,

Write a short note on protective colloids.

Give one example of positive colloid.

1+3

3

6. (a)

h)
2

1

1

(c)

(d)
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7. (a) Deive th.e expression for the first-ord.er
reaction rate constant

Ic' =16- 3-' t a-.x 3
(b) From the following data for the

decomposition of ammonium nitrite in
aqueous solution, show that the reaction
is Iirst order : 3

Times
(minute) 10 15 20 25

Volume ofN,
(c.c.) 6.25 9.00 11.40 13.65 35.05

1c/ Define order of reaciion.

OR

8. (o,,1 What is meant by enerry of activation?
Explain how energr of activation is
determined with the help of Arrhenius
equation. 3

(b) How do you determine the half-life of an
nth order reaction? 2

/c/ Give one example of pseudo-
unimolecular reaction. 1

(d.) Write down the order of the following
reaction : I

CH3COOC2Hs + NaOH --; CH.COONa + C2H5OH
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(st
= 9. (aJ Deduce the expression

pv =7 mMc2
3

for gases. The symbols have their usual
significance, S

(b) Derive Boyle's law and Graham,s law of
dilfirsion from kinetic gas equation. , 3

(cJ Write down two important postulates of
etic molecular theory of gases, 1

, 10. /a] Derive the van der Waals,equation for
describing the P-V-T relationship in real
gases. o

(b) Whlat is Boyle temperature? How is it
related to vrin der Waals, coristants? 2

(c/ State and explain the law of
corresponding states. 2

***
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks for the questions

SECTIoN-A

( Marks: 5 |

Put a Tick (/l malk against the correct answer in the
brackets provided for it : 1x5=5

1. Which method is preferred for the preparation of. gold
so1.?

(a) Double decomposition ( )

(b) Reduction ( )

(c) Oxidation ( )

/d/ Hydrolysis { )
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2. The maximum elliciency of a steam engine operating
between 110'C and 25'C is

(a) 2oo/o ( )

(b) t3-4o/o ( )

(c) 25'tYo ( )

(d) 22.2% ( )

3. Average translational kinetic energ/ ofa gas depends
on

/a/ temperature ( )

(b/ pressure ( )

/c/ volume ( )

(d/ molecular weight ( )
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4. Half-life period of a first-order reaction depends upon

/a/ initial concentration ( )

(b) order ( )

(c) molecularity ( )

/d/ None of the above ( )

5. For a dilute acid-base titration the heat change
associated is primarily

(a) heat of neutralisation ( )

(b) h.eat of soludon ( )

(c) heat of reaction at constant volume ( )

/di enthalpy change at constant volume ( )

rrI/cHEM (iii)/55
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SECTION-B

t Marks : 15 \

Answer the following questions : 3x5=15

1. What do you mean by Joule-Thomson effect and
inversion temperature? Explain.
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2. Differentiate between lyophilic and lyophobic
colloids.
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3. Explain spontaneous process with one example.
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4. Define the term gold number, and explain with
example.
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5. Defrne compressibility factor. How does it vary with
pressure?

***
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